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Troy State smashes Golden Knight's playoff hopes- Sports, P. 16
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Central Florida Future
Second UCF student
abducted .at gunpoint .
abductors that he knew the gun was - different bank, and the men took him
to the Sun Bank on Alafaya Trail near
empty.
"When he pushed me into the Highway 50.
Last Thursday evening, car, the gun was at my back and I heard
Once at the bank, while the
Stephan ~eddy was riding his bicycle it click," said Reddy. ''I knew it wasn't suspects were distracted at the teller
home when he was approached by loaded."
ma_chine, Reddy noticed that the car
two men in a car. That was the beginHowever, the suspect threat- door was unlocked and fled: He ran
ning of a night of terror for Reddy, one P.ned to beat Reddy with the butt of the into the Knight Library, a bar at the
that he'll never forget.
gun. Meanwhile, the. driver went Alafaya Commo~s shopping plaza,
· The two men asked Reddy to throughReddy's backpack and found where he called the Orange County
stop, and when he did, the passenger his wallet and bank _cards. He asked Sheriffs Department.
pointed a blacksemi-automatic hand- Reddy for the personal identification
This is the second time in the
gun at him and told him to get into the number to his A1M account, but past two weeks that a UCF student has
car. Reddy refused, at which point the Reddy couldn't remember the code.
been abducted at gunpoint. A week
man got out of the car and forced
"I really couldn't remember," earlier, a student was.abducted from a
Reddy offhiS bike. With the gun to his said Reddy. "My mind went just UCFplli'kinglotandtakentoanA1M,
back, Reddy was pushed into the front · blank:''
where he was forced to majce a with-··
seat of the car.
Reddy gave the men several · drawal from his bank account
The suspect got into the back possible PIN codes, and _the suspects
'There appears to be connec..:
seat, grabbed Reddy by the neck, and then drove him to the Great Western tion," said UCF Police Sgt. Sandra
forced the barrel ofthe gun into Reddy's Bank on Highway 50. After trying McClendon. "Students need to report
mouth. The.driver then took him to a several times without success, the men any suspicious activity, even if it apdead-end road and stopped the car. became nervous and left the bank.
pears to be nothing."
The second man got out of the back
Reddy was then driven to the
McClendon said that UCF has
seat, approached Reddy and asked Valencia Community College east responded to the abductions around
him how mucli money he had in his campus, where the men again threat- campus in several ways. Notices have
bank account.
ened to beat him with the gun. Reddy
see THEFT, page 5
At this point, Reddy told his agreed to try another PIN code at a
by SCOTI C. HOLBROOK

News editor

a

Thousands crowd in for Skit Night Islamic Awareness Week
begins on UCF campus
the UCF Arena, but was forced to but when we can rent the Orlando
hold it in the SCA because of cost. .Arena for less than the UCF Arena,
The UCF Arena holds over 5,000 and get 5000 more seats, some- D Organizers hope
and DA VE BAUER
Editor in chief
people.
thing has to give."
Islamic Awarness
Jean Holt, CAB's advisor,
Terri Genovese, the director
. An over-capacity crowd of said that she wasn't sure exactly of the UCF arena, was not imme- Week educates
more than 3,000 filled the Student how much it would have cost to diately available for comment.
people about the
To accommodate the overCenter Auditorium, the Wild hold Skit Night in the Arena, but
Pizza, and the nearby parking lots $aid that CAB could have rented flow crowd, the skits were simul- true nature of Islam.
last Thursday night for "Skit the Orlando Arena for less money. cast to the Wild Pizza. Even with
"We w9uld ha,·c loved to two places to watch the skits, holh by OMAR DAJANI
Night." Fraternities. sororities, and
various clubs and organizations havehadSkitNigllL al the Arena;· areas \\-ere still i'illcd well O\'cr · Staff writer
showed their school spirit, per- she said. "I understand the Arena
As the fastest growing relisee SKIT, page 3
forming 5-minute skits using char- has costs and has to make money'
gion, Islam already claims over
acters ranging from
one billion followers. By the year
Clint Eastwood to Fred
2000, it is estimated that one out
Flintstone.
of four people worldwide will be
The theme of this
Muslim. As a service to the UCF
year's Hom_ecoming
community, the Muslim Students
was "Knights Through
Association is sponsoring its secJi me," with each group
ond
annual Islamic Awareness
performing a skit from
Week
to help acquaint students
a different time period.
and
faculty
to what organizers
Though
the
say
is
the
world's
most misunderevening was free, get-:
stood
religion.
ting into the SAC to
Islam is an Arabic word
see skit night was, for
which means_"acceptance to the
many, harder than getteaching and guidance of God."
ting a pair of Rolling
It is not ritualistic in nature, but
Stones tickets. The ·
rather places great emphasis on
Campus Activities
tl~e intentions and actions of a
Board, which sponperson. Although its often persored the event, wanted
Annando Solares/FUTURE
ceived as violent, Islam emphato hold Skit Night at Lambda Chi Alpha performs their skit Thursday night at the SCA.
by SHANNON WRAY '
Contributing writer

1~~~~~~~~~~~
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News
Opinion
Classified
Features
Sports

sizes consensus, peaceful relations between communities, and
education as the foundation of
any successful society.
For instance, Jihad, a
word often used to depict the
violence committed by some
Muslims, actually means sacrifice. It is this and many other
topics the MSA wishes to explain during the.week-long event
which began this Monday.
Islam began around 610
A.D., where tradition says
Mohammed, a40-year-old merchant, received revelations from
God through an angel called
Gabriel. Those revelations, or
Suras, eventually totalled 114
and are what make up the Koran,
the Islamic holy book.
During the preeminence of
Islam, the first university ever
was established. Al-Azhar university was founded in the 11th
century in Cairo, Egypt, which
is still open and continues to
instruct students.
"Islamic Awareness
Week is designed to portray
Islam in a positive manner,
see ISLAM, page 5
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We need a new na01e!
The winner of our contest
wins a $100 gift certificate! ·
-call Dave Fisher at 654-6202
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Skit Night overflows into Wild Pizza
SKIT, from page 3

•
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capacity.
Despite the oversized crowd,
the UCFpolicedepartmentsaid that
no incidents were reported.
"It went well- there was
more than 3,000 people there," said
Sgt. SandraMcClendonofthe UCF
Police Department. ''That's a lot of
people."
Even though seats were scarce
at Skit Night, the show received
positive reviews from many in the
audience. "I was laughing the whole
time," remarked Shannon Ashby, a
UCF student.
Karyn Lederman, a member
of Pi Beta Phi, agreed. "The skits
were a lot of fun, and they turned out
really well," she said.

ROJO'S

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
281-ROJO .( 7656)
12233 University Blvd. • Orlando, Florida 32817
Localed on the comer of University & Ala fa ya
Across from UCF
Hours: Monday-Thursday 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday-Saturday 2 p.m. to Midnight; Sunday 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.

~..__.---~

v

By BAHAA ELKOUSSY

CAIRO, Oct. 24 - Israeli and
Palestinian negotiators resumed
talks Monday in Cairo on how to
conduct elections to a proposed Palestinian legislature shortly after they
reached an important ~greement on
control of borders in the self-rule
areas.
"The Israeli delegation presented 37 technical questions about
the peace process and its dynamics,
and about the number of seats in the
legislative council and its powers,"
said Israeli delegation spokeswoman
Hanni Jeshurun.
The Palestinian delegation
was expected to answer the questions during an evening session, she
said.
Talks on Palestinian elections
and other autonomy details were

photo by ARMANDO SOLARES/FUTURE

An overcapacity crowd filled the SCA last Thursday night,
and the overflow watched the simulcast in the Wild Pizza.

suspended last week by Israel after on borders of the auton01_nous territhe suicide bomb attack on a Tel tories.
Aviv bus l;>y a militant Hamas activThe Israeli delegation on elecist that killed 22 people and the tion plans is headed by Maj. Gen.
bomber.
Danny Rothschild, the coordinator
in some eight hours of talks for occupied territories, while the
Sunday and early Monday, the joint Palestinian team is led by Saeb
Palestinian-Israeli Liaison Commit- Ereikat, who holds the local governtee reached a draft agreement on ment portfolio in the self-rule auregulations for goods and travelers thority.
crossing borders of the PalestinianThis round of elections talks
administered areas of the Gaza Strip was scheduled to conclude Tuesand Jericho, and on the t~mporary day.
deploymentofihternational observWhen talks were suspended
last week, the two sides were still far
ers in the two territories.
Implementation of the border . from agreement on several issues.
crossing agreement, 'initialed durThey include the election date,
ing the meeting but whose details size and powers of the proposed
have not .yet been d~sclosed, was council, qualifications for candidates
and voters, the number of electoral
expected .to begin Oct. 31.
Ajoint committee was sched- districts, the statq.s of Jerusaleil).,
uled to start meeting Tuesday to and the possible redeployment of
work out "modalities of goods and Israeli troops in populated areas
transportation" crossing checkpoiµts ahead of elections.

Hearing begins in Australian
backpacker serial murder
By BILL PERRY
United Press International

•

•

SYDNEY, Oct. 24 - The
hearing of charges against' a
man accused . of being
Australia's backpacker serial
killer began Monday in
Sydney.
Crown Prosecutor Ian
Lloyd told the court that around
200 witnesses, some from Britain and Germany, would be
calletj to give evidence at the
preliminary hearing, which is
expected to last two months.
I van Milat, 49, of Sydney,
has been charged with the
shooting-stabbing murders of
seven young back_pa'c kers in the
Belanglo State Forest, 86 mites
(140 km) south of Sydney from
December 1989 to April 1992.
The victims: two Australians, two British and three
Germans, disappeared while
hitchhiking along the main
Hume Highway from Sydney
to Melbourne.
Evidence will ultirnatlely
show that whoever killed one,

N
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Baked on Premises by Owners,: Not a Corporate Franchise

Palestinian election talks to resume
United Press International

We take pride in our

killed them all, Lloyd said.
·
In addition to the two men
ind five women already named,
MHat has been· charged with
the attempted murder of a~
other British backpacker in
1990.
Lloyd said. this man, who
is unnamed but identified as
"Witness A," will be a key witn~ss. "Witness A" alleges he
was held captive and robbed
by Milat at the entrance to the
park, but managed to escape
. even though Milat shot at him
as he fled.
Lloyd ·also said a woman
·traveling companion of one of
the victims, German Simone
Schmidl, 21, would give evidence that while in New
Zealand they bought distinctive water bottles, one of which .
was found lit Mil at' s home.
Despite scratches on the
bottle an infra-red technological examination by investigators detected the word "Sime,"
which was Schmid I's nickname, Lloyd said.
Lloyd said the court

should travel to the forest to
see how.isolated the area is. He
said this would have to be done
in four-wheel-drive vehicles.
The first witnesses, a
bushwalker and a man gathering wood, told how they found
the bodies of four victims, Britons Caroline Clarke and Joanne Walters, both 22, and Australians, Deborah Everist and boy- .
friend James Gibson, both 19.
The Britons, who disappeared in April 1992, were the last .
killed but the first bodies found4n
September 1992. The 'bodies of
the Australians, who disappeared
in December 1989, were found
almost a year later, in October
1993.
Other bodies found later
were those of Schmidl, found in
November 1993, and fellow Germans, Gabor Neugebauer, 21 and
his girlfriend Anja Hbschied, 20,
which were found a few days later.
No plea was ·taken from
Milat and the hearing will determine if there is enough primafacie evidence to commit him for
trial.

SUNDAY AFTERNOON 0CTOBERFEST

2 Cheese Slice plus l 6oz. Pepsi $3 .25
Get 3rd Slice Cheese FREE
2 16" Larg~ Cheese Pizza $17. 00
· Get 14" Cheese Pizza FREE
. Sunday pick-up or _eat in only 4-10 p.m

EYES FOREVER ·oPT·ICAL
•

"THE PLACE FOR EYES"

ANY COMPLETE GLASSES
INCLUDING GIORGIO

ARMANI

(MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $109)

$25°0 OFF
FREE TINT ON PLASTIC LENSES
($15.00 VALUE)

COMPLETE EYE EXAM
$3900
-CONTACT LENS EXAM $50
89 ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD.

3'59-0937
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
TILL 8 PM THUR. AND FRI.
EXAMS BY INDEPENDENT DOCTORS OF OPTOMETRY

Wednesday s
Liter Nite
9

*2.50 liter tit 12am
*2.00 lite.- 12 tit close
*Live Entertainment
7660 University Blvd (Goodlngs Shopping Center)
(407) 6'79-6600

-
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FREE
• Randi L. Cohn, 23, and
Peggy E. Scholle, 23, reported that
someone stole their bikes from a
bike rack at the B.P.W. house on
Scholarship Drive Oct. 10.
• George S. Sabin, 25, reported that someone tried to enter
his car by breaking the driver's side
door lock between 11 :30 a.m. and
12:45 p.m. on Oct. 13.
• Edgardo Melendez, 21, reported that someone stole his car, a
1986 blue Honda, from parking lot
H-4 on Oct. 13.
·
• Gregory Maestre, 18, reported that someone stole his bicycle from a bike rack located on the
south side of Business Administration on Oct. 12.
•Nita Keswani, 19, reported
that someone stole the license plate
and university parking hang tag from
her car while it was parked on lot A6 on Oct. 13.
•ChandraBurch, 21, reported
that between 10:45 and 11: 15 a.m.
on Oct. 5, someone stole her calculator while she was in class in the
Business Administration building.

•

•
•ALL WORK GUARANTEED
•FREE REPAIRS TO REGULAR CLIENTS
ACRYLICS
FIBERGLASS
Full Set Tips $3s~oo
Fu II Set $40.00
Fills $18.00
Manicure $12.00

•

Class & Practice Exam
Thur~day,

October 27, 1994
6 pm - 10 pm
Holiday Inn UCF
Ampitheater

r-------------~---,

•$5 OFF
I

I

·
WITH THIS COUPON

I·

L~---~2.K~~~-!9!~~~~E~J
THEE NAIL CENTER
10035. UNIVERSITY BLVD.
CORNER OF DEAN & UNIVERSITY

407 677-1966

-

'B{ack§tone LS.9L'TPrep
1-800-881-LSAT

A special dental care offer for UCF students...

A Complete Exam, Xrays & '
Cleaningfor $29!
0110 (INITIAL)

1110(ROUTINE)

•

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

(A $110 value)

Current UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental car~ at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 12/31/94

UCF TEAM DENTIST

h "ourolfi« pnhL11ha11he (lillitnl and an) other~"'" "''P""''hlc !or pa~mcn1 ha' the npht 111n:lu"' 10 pa~.cilJ)(d p:i)llll.'111.or hc rc1mhur.OO lnr pa)1Tll'nl !or m1 ntht.'T ''"' lt:c c•am11\iltton.
1r ln:•lmcm 'l>htLh 1 :r!ormul J\ a "''"Ii 111 and \I tthm 7~ hour. 111 re mdm • tn 1hc ll<i\Cnt\Cmcm 1<.-1hc lrt't: d1 ....1111mc-U fL't:. c.- rc.Jocc-U lc't: "'" 1C1' c•am1ll<ll1011. or lre<1lmcn1

Welcome to Ea.st Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

I

East Orlando

DENTAL

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association. Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association , Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society: Extensive experience and
postgraduate training In TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr.
East Orlando

•
I
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More interested in movie
n Homecoming concert
by LOUISE MOFFAT
Staff writer

Jurassic Park proved to
be more popular among UCF students than Jeff Foxworthy, who
played to a crowd about half as
large as the 4,000 people who
attended the movie.
Two nationally known comedians, Jeff Foxworthy and
George Wallace, each performed
for over an hour at the UCF arena.
The Campus Activities Board
sponsored the concert to help celebrate Homecoming week.
Wallace entertained the
crowd with jokes ranging from
politics to garage sales. Members of the audience also shared
some of their jokes, which gave
Wallace a few chuckles.
The show received positive reviews froin students in attendance.
"He was really funny ... I'm
glad I could be here," said Andrea Stern, a student who lives
on campus.
"He was great," agreed
Alejandra Valenta, a freshman
who found out about the show
from her dorm's resident advisor.
· Afterintermissiem, all eyes
were on Foxworthy as he fired

away on stage. His famous "you
might be a red-neck if... " jokes
got the crowd stomping their feet
and clapping. Foxworthy also
shared his views on parenting,
the Olympics in Georgia and the
diffe~ences between men and
women. Both comedians received standing ovations.
Although there was some
debate among students over what
kind of entertainment was best
for the Homecoming concert,
f.:AB' s Homecoming committee
said they were pleased with the
event.
"The show was excellent...
We're extremely happy with the
turnout," said Jean Holt, CAB's
advisor. "You can go downtown
and listen to alternative bands,
but there's really nowhere in
Orlando that has comedians."
In addition, members of the
Homecoming committee surveyed individuals after the show
gave positive feedback, Holt said.
The show had a ticket price
of $5, but student government
bought a block of 1800 seats and
distributed them free t0 students.
About 1700 of the tickets were
used. Foxworthy received
$25,000 for his performance, and
it cost CAB $3344 to rent the
• Arena for the event.

Islamic Awareness Week
to highlight Muslim culture
Islam, from page 1

trayed in the media," said
Manar Elkhaldi, a coordinator
of the event and a communications major at UCF. She
strongly encourages students to
attend the various activities to
strengthen their knowledge
about the fastest grow~ng religion in the U.S.
One of the biggest
misperceptions about Islam,
Elkhaldi believes, is its association with terrorism. This
perception was heightened by
the recent bombing by a fundamentalist Muslim group in
Israel that left 41 dead.
"That is contrary to
Muslim teachings and is characteristic of a tiny fringe of
people who call themselves

States, where it is estimated
there are 7 million Musliins.
Gihan Omar, a psychology major and also a coordinator of the event, believes that
another major misconception
about Islam is the role of
women. ·
"My religion teaches me
that women are equal to men,
and are not subservient to them.
We just have different roles
and expectations," she said.
Many Muslims point to Turkey, Pakistan, and Bangladesh,
t~ree of the largest Muslim
countries, which each have
women as their chiefs of state.
Muslims believe this is an indication of the full partnership
that traditionally exists be_-

~r~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~

Muslim," she continued.
The largest concentration·
of Muslims is not in the Middle
East or North Africa, as many
believe, but rather in Southeast Asia, in the countries of
Malaysia, Bangladesh, India,
China, among others. Large
Muslim communities can be
found in Western Europe, South America, and the United

tween men and women in Muslim communities.
This topic will be further
discussed at Tuesday's event,
to be held at the Student Center, room 214 al: 7:30 pm.
An event organizers are
anxiously looking forward to
is the second annual dinner, to
be held at the university dining
room. "We re going to have a
lot of Indian, Middle Eastern
and other foods from different
Muslim countries so that students can get a taste of traditional Islamic food ," added
Omar. Although free to students, MSA officials are asking those who wi;h to attend to
RSVP at 823-5107 or 273-8363.

.

D u ff ·s s·. u b s
I

. .

10042 University Blvd.
1 mile west of UCF on
the co~ner ?f Dean Rd.
university Oaks

We have
Drive-Thru Servi ce

s-79-2448

Police urge caution ·an cariJpus
THEFT, from page 1

been posted around campus, housing authorities have been notified,
and campus patrols ·of parking lots
and residence areas have increased.
In addition, the lighting in parking
lot B-4, the site of the original abduction, has been upgraded.
In the absence of crime,
McClendon said, students tend to
become complacent. Students tend

0 ATO to mov~ on campus

Alpha Tau Omega wi II
hold a fondraising luncheon on
Thursday. Oct. 27 at the Country
Club of Orlando for its soon-tobe-finished 11,000 square foot
house on Greek Row. More than
$35,000 has already been raised,
and construction is scheduled to
be completed by December 1994.

0 Hungarian novelist
Hungarian
novelist
Gyorgy Knorad will read portions
of his works Nov. 3 at 4 p.m. in the
UCF Arts Gallery, in the Visual
Arts building. Knorad has been a
vocal critic of eastern European socialism, and was written such nonfiction works like The Intellectuals
on the Road to Class Power as well
as several novels. The reading is
free and open to-the public.

0 Pegathon Run/Walk
The Fourth Annual I0 ki-

be believe that ff they haven't been
affected by crime, it will never happen to them.
"Students need to continue to
be careful," saidMcClendon. "College students· are more vulnerable
than other people, and become easy
prey for criminals."

330 West Fairbanks Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Telephone:
407-644-1544

The Mill Bakery, Eatery & Brewery

''Be very cautious," Reddy
agreed. "Even when you're riding
your bike or walking, beware."

time in history,
you can
actually interact
with live
TV football
games via
satellite right here. Compete·
with other players here and
nationally by anticipating live
quarterback plays.

lometer and 2 mile run/walk will be
held on Saturday, Nov. 5, at Lake
Claire. The event is sponsored by
the UCF Student Wellness Advocate Team, with proceeds going to ·
benefitingSWATscholarship fund.
The IOk race will begin at 8 a.m.,
and the 2 mile run/walk begins at
9:30 a.m. Info: 823-5841.
0 Golf Tournament

The USO Council of Central Florida will hold its second annual
golf tournament on Saturday, Nov.
19, at Dubsdread golf course in Orlando. Tournament play is a two-person team scramble. The event begins
at 7:30 a.m., and costs $50 to enter.
rnto: 647-2241.

0 Orlando opera
The Orlando Opera Company will present Romeo et Juliette as
part ofits 36th season. The play will be
performed on Nov. 18,20. and 22 at
the Bob Carr Performing Arts Center.
Info: 426-1717.

IN THE ARMY,
.NURSES AREN'T JUST:IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can ~.... -...J ,.~--- with your level of experience. As
find one. But if you're a nurs-

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

comm~nd

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

of your own career, consider

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-vou'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAM BE.
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Having family troubles?
It must be homeworkDon't look now, but extensive research in California has
finally discovered the cause of the deterioration of family life
and values in American society: homework.
Garrett Redmond, a trustee with the Cabrillo Unified
School District in Half Moon ~ay, California, has come to this
astounding conclusion, "It's inherently unfair, and I think we
should abolish it."
The main contention of Mr. Redmond is that, in most
families, homework can take from four to six hours to complete, thus leaving almost no time for family interaction. In
addition, students who have to ride the bus or work will have
absolutely no outside time to be with their families.
The homework problem presented by Mr. Redmond also
extends socio-economic issues. "We have students who can
· tap into the Internet and CD-ROMs in their own bedroom and
have a vasrarray of information at their fingertips. But the
unfortunate people who live in hovels with the entire family
sharing one or two rooms - how is that kid supposed to do his
homework?"
School Board President Ken Jones says he will vote
against the plan, but he may change~ his mind as _events
progress.
Oh, talk about bad timing!
If we could have only been born 10 years later! To abolish
-- -~--~- -;--:-~
homework on the grounds that it is discriminatory and a factor
in the deterioration of "family values" is amazing.
.,, _ ~
Why stop there? There's an entire list of courses and
school activities that should be cancelled.
•Physical education: This course promote~ physical fitness and activity, and therefore discriminates against those
who are _"gravitationally challenged."
•Art: As most school administrators know, music and art
programs have no real purpose as required courses and only
serve to emasculate our young growing boys.
• Geography: Since geography is simply a way for dictaPay attention, voters, because we are approaching_
to_rs and power-mongers to show how much land they coptrol, Election Day, the day when you, in a.glorious affirmation
geography should not be encouragep.
of the democratic process, will exercise your precious
• Algebra: This and other abstract math courses have no constitutional right to elect some goober to Congress.
use in today's real world and only serve to confuse chi19ren
But before you vote, you should familiarize yourself
who have more realistic goals in life.
.
with the issues. This year there are four of the~. ·
•English: Concentration on English in school really just
1. HEAL TH CARE
alienates students from other cultures whose primary lanThis issue got started when the Cli_nton administration
guage is not English.
(motto: Tomorrow We Will Have A Different Motto)
As can be seen, there are few school courses that can truly stayed up for 168. *aight nights and produced a massive
stand up against this litmus test of discrimination. Truly, the and extremely detailed National Health Care Plan (your
only classes that should be offered in school are business math, _personal vaccination records were in there). This was a
'life management and agriculture. With these courses taught to very ambitious program that would have provided large
our growing children, they will be prepared to go out and make quantities of medical.care to all Americans, whether they
a good living in the real world.
· wanted it or not. Federal Health Police would have roamed
Chad Brunner
the streets, apprehending unhealthy-looking Americans
Opinion editor _
and, if necessary, removing their gall bladders by force.
Source: The Orlando Sentinel
· This plan did fine.until people actually read it, at which
point it ran into big trouble, especially with the Republicans, w_ho strongly oppose government intrusjon into private citizens' lives unless they thought of it first. So after
© 1994 The Central Florida Future, Inc.
Offices: 12243 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817 many months of debate and modification, Congress whittled
the National Health Care Plane do_wn to a one-paragraph
Newsroom: (407) ·823-8192; FAX 823-949?
nonbinding resolution -urging everybody to floss. This
Editor in Chief
Dave Bauer resolution would not take effect until the year 2006. Bob
Managing Editor
Katie Jones Dole is still against it.
Sports Editor
Jason Swancey
2.CRIME
Entertainment Editor
Sean Perry
I am pleased to report that crime is_ no longer an issue.
Opinion Editor
Chad Brunner This is becau·se Congress, after much huffing, finally
Photo Editor
Armando Solares passed a Crime Bill, which goes directly to the root cause
Copy Editor
Richard Agster of th~ crime problem, which turns out to be the same as the
News Editor
Scott C. Holbrook root cause of every other problem that the federal governProduction Manager
Russ Welch ment decides to tackle, namely: The federal government
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Derek Krause, Andrew was not spending enough money on it.
Varnon, Justin Delias, Sean Devane¥, Brynner Yee,
The Crime BilJ will rectify this problem by requiring
Mike Nemeth, Alycia Severson
the government to spend $30 billion, to be supplied by
Business Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495 concerned law-abiding citizens such as yourself. I don't
know exactly how the government plans to spend this
Steve Norris money, but I do have a proposal. As I see it, the basic crime
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Jason Meder problem is that violent criminals are running around whackAdvertising Production Asst.
Pete Matchett ing us innocent people over the head. Why are they doing
Distribution Manager
Don Bates this? BECAUSE THEY WANT OUR MONEY.
Administrative Asst.
Ulla Pearson
So let's say there are 3 million violent criminals runAdvertising Sales
·Mike Battista, James Dourell, ning loose. Thanks to the Crime Bill, the federal governAndrea Vasquez ment is now in a position to giveeveryoneofthem $10,000
of our money, thereby eliminating the need for them to
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are thos.e of ~he new_sl?aper. or its
individual columnists and not necessarily those of the University adm1rnstrat1on or
whack our heads. It would be similar to those agricultural
Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed with a maximum of 300 :-vords
and include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subiec:t to
programs wherein the government gives our money to
editing of grammar and for space and b~come the p~operty of the newspaper, sub1ect
to their publication. The Central Flortda Future 1s a free, non-profit newspaper
farmers as an incentive not to grow alfalfa. These propublished twice-weekly during the academic year and weekly du.ring the summer.
The Central Florida Future, Inc., is a 501 c (3) Florida not-for-profit corporation and
grams are highly effective, which is why you have never
1s not officially associated with the University of Central Florida. Single copies for
students and faculty are free; additional copi·es may be purchased at the Future
had your head whacked by an alfalfa fanner.
office for $. 15 each .
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llle American way is_· baseball, crime and politics

Central Florida Future

DaveBany
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
The problem with my idea; of course, is that people
who were NOT violent criminals would start claiming they
were, to qualify for federal benefits. But we could solve
that via an aptitude test wherein applicants would have to
demonstrate their criminality by whacking the heads of
crash-test dummies or volunteer scientists from the Tobacco Institute. This may seem like a cumbersome program, but it would definitely work better than whatever
Congress comys up with. ·
3. FOREIGN POLICY
For a description of our foreign policy for today, please
,
call 1-800-WAVER.
4. THE BASEBALL STRIKE
As you surely know, the baseball season was canceled,
a development that, to judge from the many anguished
newspaper columns written about it, was the worse tragedy
to occur in this nation since the Civil War - ~orse, in fact,
because nobody involved in the Civil War was threatening
Roger Maris' home-run record. This has indeed been a
bitter October, with no World Series Fall Classic to keep
the entire nation enthralled until midway through the
fourth inning, when the Fall Classic audience generally
falls asleep.
I say it's time for the federal government to step in and ·
resolve this thing. Here's the situation: There are 700
players and 28 owners, and they are all, at heart, deeply
concerned about the future of the national pastime, by
which I mean money. So all Congress has to do is - you are
going to wonder why you didn't think of this first - PASS
ANOTHER CRIME BILL. This would provide another
$30 billion, which would be enough to give every single
player and owner approximately $41 million, plus of
course the $10,000 bonus for those players or owners who
are a1so violent criminals.
I know what you're thinking: You're thinking, "But
Dave, these are just grown men playing a kid's game! $41
million per person might not be enough!" Of course not.
That would just be our opening offer. Ultimately we also
might have to give everybody involved a national park.
The important thing is to do SOMETHING because that's
why we have a government, and that's why you, the voter,
must exercise your semiprecious right, this Election D:ly,
to cast a ballot.
And while you're at it, cast one for me.
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You can't live wilh 'em but you can kill them Ifs all about penises
Chad Brunner

•

Excuse me, but could someone_slap me upside the head to
make sure I'm awake? What kind of idiot do we have
sitting on the bench here?
By issuing this joke of a sentence, Judge Butt-Head has
endorsed spouse abuse and cheapened the value of human life.
He's also saying that the responsibility for this murder lies not
with the perpetrator, but with the victim. That's like saying
that rape victims ask to be raped. Is infidelity now a more
abhorrent crime than cold-blooded murder? I' ct really like to
see this jvdge's justification for this idiocy. I'd say that not
only does the state need to appeal this sentence, but a judicial
review board needs to take a long, hard look at this judge. Even
Judge Wapner could have presided over this case more
effectively. For that matter, so could I.
What if, heaven forbid, this sentence holds up on appeal?
What if it becomes a precedent? I can see it now. Paul Hill,
that religious nut case who murdered an abortion doctor here
in Florida, will be convicted. His sentence, however, will only
be a few months. The judge may feel sympathetic with Hill's
anti-abortion stand. After all, the Bible does say "An eye for
eye; a tooth for a tooth." I guess Hill's moral outrage over
abortion exempts from that little "Thou shalt not Kill" thing,
right? Besides, if infidelity is deserving of death, so must
abortion, right?
Better yet, I can even see Robert Shapiro drooling over this
verdict and sentence. If Judge Ito can be made to feel
sympathetic towards 0. J., perhaps Shapiro can get Simpson
off with a light sentence .. Instead of 18 months, O.J. could get
36months. You know, 18monthsforeachlife. Justfollowing
precedent, right? (Yes, I know that Simpson is innocent until
proven guilty, but he has about as much chance of being found
not guilty as Bill Ointon does of getting re-elected.)
I think Chad Brunner, the Future's opinion editor, was
right. We should kill all° the stupid people, such as Judge
Butt-Head. The world would be a bett~r place and, hey,
what's 18 months in jail? ~t would be over before you
know it. All I can say is heaven help Peg Bundy if Al ever
hears about this.

EXCUSE ME?

Let's getright to the point: No one likes to look at penises (or
penii, whatever the case may be). But let's be honest with
ourselv~s. guys, this hairy protrusion.of skin and tissue that we
poor, poor men are cursed with is not one of nature's most
beautiful creations, by any means. ltseems quite obvious that ''Mr.
Happy" was designed more to be functional than fair. What we
lack in beauty, though, we more than make up for in accuracy.
Before I actually make sense, let me give a few examples of
this horrendous fear of stiffy.
1. Why is it that in most male revues and strip clubs that men
only strip down to their g-strings? Why can't they just go all the
way like the women do in most of the strip clubs around Orlando?
Is there a city ordinance or some unspoken law preventing Popeye
from getting some fresh air? I'm clueless.
2. Why is it that every R-rated movie has to have at least one
t&a shot, but not even so much as a teasing silhouette of John
Thomas? A perfect example of this is Exit to Eden, the new s&m
comedy (how's that for a combination) just released last month on
the big screen. Probably 80 percent of this movie is either naked
people playing volleyball or tying each otherup. You think there's
even one cameo of the monster? Nope.
3. Whyintheworldaretheresomanyprivatechangingrooms
inmostoftheswimmingpoolsandhealthclubsallacross the U.S.?
Instead of public changing rooms, like the ones in most places
outside the ~J.S., each person has to climb into a tiny cubicle to put
on his swim trunks. It seems that even men are afraid of seeing
other guys willies. They're probably afraid they might actually
~cyk
.
Where was I? Oh yes, a point.
Last week, an art exhibit opened in the library here at UCF,
displaying various works from Hispanic artists in hon.or of
Hispanic Heritage Month. I guess this wouldn' thave been a much
of a problem to anyone, except for the fact that-one of the paintings
is a male nude, lying on his side, in a classic Greco-Romari pose.
And, guess what, he has a penis. Not a !!**PENIS**!!, exalting
in all its well-hung glory, but just a part of anatomy, trying to be
innocuous and not intrude on anyone's personal space.
I have a couple of comments regarding the artwork that raphers in our library Jobby? Be~ter yet, if this materi_al is
But oh, the uproar! The very idea that the library wou}d even
is on display in the entrance hallway of the library. Some appropriate for the library lobby, is it also appropriate in display such artwork in such a public place is an outrage! How dare
people have raised objections to such a display, question- the Administration Building or in John Hitt's•office?
theyactuallytrytoexpandthestudent'shorizonsorevenjustshow
Certain liberal, radical feminists have been working to them what a naked man looks like!
ing whether it is in good taste to display semi-nude females ·
and a maly with detailed genitalia in such a highly visible broaden the definition of sexual harassment. These are the
It's the strangestthingto watch people walk past that particular
are of campus. Personally, I find the library lobby an same liberals who are the first ones to cry censorship when painting. There's almost a supernatural pull that makes them look
inappropriate place to display such art. There seems to people question the tastefulness of certain material. How at it. I never realized what kind of power male sexuality had on
always be those who cry censorship when people use their hypocritical is this?
people. It's like a magnet, drawing people's eyes to it.
According to their broaderiing definition of sexual harassfirst amendment right to voice their opinions concerning
Ithinkitstilljustallgoesbacktothatsamepenisenvythatgrips
ment, library employees and/or students could file a sexual all of America. It seems men want biggerones and women don't
what is culturally tasteful.
Even though I don't think the library is the appropriate · harassment grievance with the university because of their want them at all. No matter how much we try to acclimate society
place to display this artwork, I do not advocate removing having to be exposed to sexually offensive material in their to the existence of it, there's some sort of subconscious fear of the
it from the campus community. Students are not the only workplace. Hang the aforementioned centerfold artwork in male anatomy. Wher~ women are normally portrayed as the
ones who visit our campus library. It is open to the general yourworkpfaceandbepreparedforalawsuit.However,Ihave image of beauty and sensuality, men are forced to walk around in
. become used to the inconsistencies in rational thought from a towel or boxers, with maybe a brief glimpse of a cheek or two.
public.
Younger students and even children with parents walk the same group of people that worry constantly about the
What can we do about this, though? Should we do something?
down that hallway. I realize that there are many museums welfare of the baby seals and whales of the world but will So many people already argue against the cheapening of women ·
where nudes are considered classic artwork. However, lobby militantly to protect the sanctity of a woman's ability to through pornography and sex. Rapes and other types of physical
when people visit these museums, they do this by choice terminate the life of a baby human.
abuse have been linked to connections with these things. It seems
As for the library employee who said that people's criti- women are viewed by some as objects instead of human beings,
and are aware that they are going to be exposed to many
cism of the nude artwork amounts to discrimination, get real! and this leads to violence. Do we want this same thing to happen
types of artwork.
This is not the case for the university community. We Why must this term be thrown out there so easily? We.._ to men? Is all' fair in love and war?
don't have a choice - We have to go to the library. The trivialize the word, making a mockery of the real abhorrent
I think, as usual, people just need to get a life. It's a penis, for
artwork is displayed in such a manner .that every person is racial discrimination so sadly apparent in our society. People God's sake - Half the people in the world have one. They' re not
exposed to it (unless they put on blinders) as they walk would find the placement of this artwork questionable whether going to go away just by ignoring them. Why don't we just accept
through the lobby. We have a brand new fine arts bui ldingi it was painted by a Caucasian, Hispanic, Ai.rican-American, thisartworkinthelibraryforwhatitis:artwork-notbadartwork,
wouldn't that be the appropriate place to display contro- American Indian, Oriental, or a man (woman) from Mars. at that If we moved it somewhere else, it wouldn' trecei vehalf the
What does race have to do wifh it?
versial art?
.
viewers it does. At least this way, people get a chance to look at it,
Chuck Arnold
Some people consider the centerfolds in Penthouse art.
whether they want to or not. Once again, it's forcing people to
Mechanical Engineering
Should we display nude photos of certain famous photogexpand their horizons, and that's not a bad cause at all.

One of my favorite television characters is Married
with Children 's Al Bundy. He's a perpetual loser, a
cynic's cynic. Often times, he's the butt of his family's
jokes, but he gets a good one-liner off every now and then.
My personal favorite is this classic: Women-can't live
with 'em; can't bury 'em in the back yard. We all know that
killing another human being is not justifiable, except in
self-defense. All ofus, that is, excep~judge up north who
found a man's murder of his wife an understandable
action.
The situation went something like this. An average
everyday fellow, we'll call him I. M. Stupid, comes home
from work one day and finds his wife at home doing the
horizontal mambo with another fellow. I. M. flies into a
rage and attacks the couple. The wife's lover manages to
get away, but the wife is not so lucky. I. M. finds his gun
and shoots his wife. She dies almost instantly. Any
rational person knows that murder is not a justifiable
response to infidelity, so we can assume that this murdering husband received his due, right? WRONG.
Of course, this reprobate was tried and convicted of
murder, as well he should have been. So what kind of
sentence did he receive? Life in prison? Twenty-five
years to life? Death? Not even close. The judge sentenced
him to 18 months in prison. Wait a minute, 18 months?
With gain time, this bastard will be out in less than a year!
What the hell is wrong with this picture?
It seems that this judge feels a great deal of sympathy
for this murderer. In the judge's own words, he said that
he can understand how a man who had been married for
five years could feel justified in killing his unfaithful wife.

Letter to the Editor _ ·.
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Artwork in the library should be moved, not banned

Need to escape the pres111res of class?
Take a break witb
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Classified

MAKE MONEY PLAYING VIDEO CONDO, 1bd/1 ba, University/436,
GAMES
2 pools, tennis, weight room, 785
NINTENDO is looking for enthusi- S.F. MUST SELL $22,900. Call
astic, reliable individuals to promote 657-5343
WESLEY FOUNDATION
their products in retail outlets
United Methodist Campus
FOXHUNT, 2bd/2ba Townhouse,
THROUGHOUT THE NATION
Ministry
washer/dryer, all appliances. C~ll 657Medium size Dog Crate $30 All
during
this
holiday
season.
weather,durabledogh9use$40.'ca11
Student Center Room 206, 823- 7598
Call Gretchen
Nicole 275-9683
·
5335, Wednesday Fellowship 6:00
1-800-229-5260
PM, SC 211, Sunday Dinner
Group, 5:00 PM. Weekly Bible
WATERBED: Ultrafirm, 6 drawers,
tlfl? WANlE.D
Study opportunities
Sales Reps: Local company needs heater w/temp control, queen $150.
and much more! sales reps, PIT, flexible hours to meet Jan 629-1336
Steve Binkley, Director
***SPRING BREAK 95***
yourschedule. Comm. based. Please
Call 823-5335 for more informaAmerica's #1 Spring Break
call 290-9105
tion.
Company!
t - - - - - - - - - - - - + F o l d i n g Bike: 26' German made,
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona &
Male, hardworking, responsible indi- good condition. $100 OBO Louise
All Welcome!
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Studen
Panama!
vidual for part-time work, inpluding 695-1309
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218. 110% Lowest Price Guarantee! weekends, starting salary $6/hr. We
orgarn1ze
· · 15 fnen
· d
d TRAVEL can work around your schedule. Call
.
All WeIcome.1
s an
FURN: Papasan Charr $75; Throw
859_1334, ask for Carol or Mark.
GLBSU HALLOWEEN PARTY
FREE! Earn highest commissions!
Pillows $5 ea; Love Seat $50; Couch
Friday, Oct . 28, 9PM-2AM at
(800) 32-TRAVEL
DENTAL ASSISTANT - EXPERI- $75;LazyBoy$100;Bar$50; Framed
Boxcars. Be There!
ENCED ONLY - MITH 7AM-5:30PM Pictures $10 ea. 897--1347
UCF DIVE CLUB
TELEMARKETER: Glamour Shots for Nov & Dec. Call.if available any
Next meeting Wednesday, Oct. 26, 5- High Fashion Photography, Fash- ofthese days. Goldenrod Office/6777 PM, SC 211. West Palm Beach drift ion Square Mall, seeks aggressive, 8888 ·
i-----------~
dive, Sun. Oct 23. Halloween Party! upbeat individuals to book appoint- WANTED: Guides (servers) for the
Call for info 382-8007
ments. No cold calling. Guaranteed exciting and fun Colorado Fondue·
EPIS.COPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY wage or commission bonus. Will Company Rest. If interested in havWednesday Noon, Room 214,
train. PIT, flex hours. Call 898-7954 ingfunandmakingmoneycall(407) Need a good, reliabl~ car?
Student Center
ask for D.J.
767-8232 for more info.
Call a fellow classmate. Many models to choose from. Call Ric at (4o7)
ALL ARE WELCOME!
342-6137
Fr. Ashman Brown, D.Min., Chaplain Retail Sales help atOrlando's largest Outdoor Store. Retail and/or
outdoor experience a plus. Apply in
person by Oct. 31. Travel Country WATERBEDS. King $85, Queen
Outdoors. 1101 E. Hwy 436
$165, bedding & dresser included
ROOMMATES! ROOMMATES!
671-7588
Lookingfortwelvelovelyladiestomodel1------------1
Need a place?? Got a place?? We
.
in 1995 UCF Swimsuit Calendar. Ex- Sofa: two piece sectional, great con- PC Installations & Upgrades
7
895
0800
have hundreds!! Call (40 )
cellent modeling opportunity and earn dition. $150 080 677-0533
Call Eric 380-1279
or 1 (800) 81 4-2492
up to $500. 382-1373 after 2 PM

October 25, 1994
Cleaning and Organizing:
Let me do it for you. Honest, dependable. References available 365-8575

WANTED: Used Sporting Goods,
will pay cash. PLAY IT AGAIN
SPORTS. 677-5007
·
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140
BEAUTIFUL HANDPAINTED
T-SHIRTS
Native American Designs by Erika.
Excellent OL:Jality $15 each 6796752

K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all you~ student
needs. l~M an~ lase r equip. Samedayserv1ceava1I. We ve moved. Call
for info. 277-9600
1

A + Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
.Same dayturn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123.

Room Avail. to a responsible, N/S
male in a 3bd/2 112ba townhouse. Babysitter needed for local attorney's
$235/mo. + 1, 3 util. 282 _8291
two children, ages 1 and 4, for weekendevenings, 0ccasionalweeknights.
Must have own car and refernces. Call
TOWNHOUSE: M/F Non-smoker 359-5305
----------------------------------__..
wanted toshare413townhouse 10 m i n - - - - - - - - - - from campus near Howell Branch and
Lose Weight Like Magic!
Aloma. Own bath, W/D, dishwasher, Need some people to lose weight
etc., $240/mo; $100 deposit, split utili- and earn money helping others. 10
ties. Call 679-9494 (leave message) hours per week could net you $500$2500. Call Sue (407) 382-4524

Classifieds can be faxed to 823-9495 foryoar convenience

1-------------1

----------HEATHER GLEN APTS, ~/SF T~mporary Heip - PIT Evenings n~e_ded, master bedroom, l~ke view, 5 Appt. Setting_ Winter Springs Office
m1n.fromUCF,$265+1/2util.ASAPor Hourly Wage_ Plus Bonus_ 699Dec 1, Cheryl 679-9596
9152

Future
classifieds
get
RESULTS.
823-8054
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BRING A FRIEND OR THE FAMILY OUT TO CAMPUS ON .
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY! WALKERS YOUNG AND OLD
ARE INVITED TO JOIN IN AN OCTOBER 29.STROLL .
THROUGH THE UCF CAMPUS WHICH INCLUDES THE
NATURE TRAILS AND THE UNIQUE UCF ARBORETUM.
ON SUNDAY, TAKE A BIKE RIDE ON AND AROUND
CAMPUS.
YOU MAY BEGIN ANYTIME BETWEEN 7AM AND 12
NOON. BOTH EVENTS START AND END AT THE ·u cF
ARENA. THERE IS NO CHARGE TO JOIN IN THIS EVENT
SPONSORED BY THE MID FLORIDA MILERS
OLKSMARCH CLUB. EVERYONE WHO COMPLETES TH
COURSE IS ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A MEDAL. YOU CAN
GET MORE INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION FORMS
AT THE CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER (823-5841 )~ OR THE
CLUB (695-9181)
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Wolff System Tanning at

Tan-Fastique

Tanni119 S<ifon
FULL SERVICE SALON

~1=J

TAN

"·4.NAIL
TECHNICIANS
FTO SERVE

10
SESSIONS

YOU
Call for Prices!

Sign Up a Friend &

Get 2 Free Visits

(Student Discounts A• ailable)

-

MASSAGE THERAPIST (By Appt. Only)
REEDY PLAZA-10376 E. COLONIAL
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 am-9 pm; Sat. 9 am-6 pm

282-6042 .
Licensed & Certified #T-50-94

take

a

mm~

Massage Therapist #MA 0011430

J<aplan and get '•

htgHer

score...

More students take K'.aplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us _today to find out why.
.,

1 ~800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The P~nswer to the test question

'

MAGIC CELLULAR

LACI\ ()t= t=()CUS

PAGERS AS LOW AS
$50.00
AIR TIME AS LOW AS
$8.00/MONTH

OH, MAN.' IM GOIN&
BALD~'

FULL LINE OF CELLULAR PHONES

*MOTOROLA*
*ERICSSON*
*AT&T*
6529 S. U.S. HWY 17-92
FERN PARK, FL 32730
407-830-5440/830-5115
.,..:

:a

--~~r--t!2:,,jP-'lt .~
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NEXT TO JAI-ALAI

1!

CELLULARONE.

Q

Aut llnrt:!~tl rkal~ r

Come by and see us Wednesdays on the Green
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Got a pet rock that's taking up too much space in I
your camper? Then sell it. Future Classifieds.

L--------~--------~-~
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Theatre Downtown
presents the
unexpected in 'Dracula'
by RICHARD AGSTER

•

't·

P R l "'.'\ C I P L E S, of S 0 U ~ D R E T I R E l\l E N T I N Y E S T I l'\ G

Axis Entertainment critic
and LAURA BUNDY
Contributing writer

Everybody knows the story
of Dracula. From the nineteenth
century Bram Stoker novel to the
silent film Nosferatu to Bela
Lugosi to the recent Francis Ford
Coppola box office hit, the story
has been revisited by a number of
artists hoping to leave their mark
upon it.
Mac Wellman, in his play
Dracula, seeks to do the same by
eliminating many of the familiar.
aspects of previous presentations.
The result is a non-traditional
work, exploring the classic char- acters, into which Theatre Downtown has enthusiastically sunk its
teeth.
In Wellman's Dracula,
mariy of Stoker's characters are
not as one would remember. For.
example, the major roles of Arthur
andRenfieldhave been integrated
into other characters, with Van
Helsing a~ Lucy's third suitor and
with Jonathon suffering the madhouse delusions ofRenfield. Lucy
and Mina have been saddled with
nymphomania and drug addiction,
respectively.
The events of the play unfold through the characters' many
monologues, emphasizing character development rather than 1inear plot. Overall, the play juxtaposes melodrama with farCical,

one-line humor. This campy attitude is reminiscent of The Rocky
Horror Picture Show. In this spirit,Theatre Downtown has a lot of
fun with technical choices in its
production. Perhaps most unusual
is the blurring of gender lines,
with the choice of a female·actor
for the title role and, in a similar
vein, the use of a male V am pirette.
Costumes also , reflect the
. adventurous humor of the production. Van Helsing appears, like a
magician, in a.gold lame coat opposite Dr. Seward in purple velvet
and turquoise satin. Lucy· and
Mina could be riverboat dancers,
and even Jonathon's straitjacket
is festive in multicolor stripes.
Other Theatre Downtown
details to look for include the "Dating Game" theme during Lucy's
s.uitor selection and a boo voyage
party, replete with confetti and
streamers, as her freed soul ascends.
Theatre
Downtown's
Dracula presents a playful and
differenttwistonafamiliartheme.
Don't attend to see what has already b~en done; go expecting the
unexpected.

ISN'T IT NICE WHEN
THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING
YOU'VE KNOWN ALL ALONG.
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Dracula runs through Nov. ·~

5 at Theatre Downtown, located ~
on the corner of Orange and ·~

Still Showing
The Myst£! ry of
EdwinDrood
through Oct. 30
Annie Russell
Theatre
Dracula
through Nov. 5
Theatre Dqwntown

Opening Soon
Jesus Christ Superstar
Nov. 1 - 6
Orlando Broadway
Series
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EnsUring the future
for those who shape it.sM -
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Check out Outland in
this Thursday's Future.

After studying CREF's performance history,
Morningstar gave five-stars-its highest ratingto both the CREF Stock and Bond Market
Accounts, and an impressive four-stars to the
CR,EF Social Choice Account~* In fa:ct, the
CREF Stock Account was singled out as having
' . .. one of the best 10-year records among variable

Morningstar also called attention to CR~Fs
"... rock-bottom" fees-something that can really ·
add to the size of your nest-egg down the road .
What's more, TIAA's traditional annuitywhich offers guaranteed principal and interest
plus the opportunity for dividends-was cited
as having the highest fixed account interest rate
among all annuities in its class.
We're happy to accept Morningstars glowing
ratings. But nice as it is to focus on stars, we'll
keep focusing on something more down-to-earth:
building the financial future you want and deserve.
For more information about ·our Morningstar
ratings or TlAA-CREF, just call l 800 842-2776.

~

~
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annuities."*** Of course, past performance is no
guarantee of future results.

ver 1.6 million people in education and .
research know that choosing TIAA-CREF
was a smart mo.ve. And now everyone else does
too. Because Morningstar-one of the nation's
leading sources of variable annuity and mutual
fund information-has some stellar things to say
about our retirement investment accounts.

·~

Princeton A venues. On the eve of
HalJoween, a special performance
will be followed by a Dad~ Surrea.list Costume Ball. For more information, call (407) 841-0083.

O

*Source: Morningstar's Comprehensive Variable Annuity/Life Performance Report January, 1994.
**Source: Morningstar Inc. for periods ending March 31, 1!194. Morningstar is an independent service that rates mutual funds and variable
annuities on the basis of risk-adjusted performance. These ratings are subject to change every month. The top I 0% of funds in each class
receive five stars, the following 22.5% receive four stars.
***Among the variable annuity accounts ranked by Morningstar: the CREF Stock Account was I of 12 growth-and-income accounts with JO
years of performance. Morningstar ranks the performance of a variable annuity account relative to its investment class based on total returns.
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, including charges
and expenses, call l-800-~42-2733, ext. 5509 for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

GIVE YOUR MEDICAL CAREER
A BRIGHf RJfURE: AIR FORCE.
·Become a commissioned officer in the Air Force
and add a wealth of opportunities to your future.
Physician, nurse, physical therapist, psychologist-regardless of your specialization-you can
find outstanding medical opportunities in the
Air Force.
Most importantly, you'll work with dedicated
medical professionals in an environment where
the patient's needs-not the costs of treatmentcome first. You can apply for continuing educational assistance to advance your skills and
background. And receive excellent compensation and benefits as an Air Force officer.
You'll aJso serve an important mission with others like you, who realize that a bright medical
future begins with the Air Force. Call

USAF Health Professions
Toll Free
- -_..
1-800-423-USAF ____
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Halloween Horror Nights at Universal offers
more than just the typical haunted house
black and white geometric patterns had to do
with a dungeon of terror.
From my understanding, The Dungeon
of Terror was one of the two haunted houses at
· last year's Halloween Horror Nights. !regret not
going last year, but I have to wonder ifit was just
a little bit better last year. It wasn't horrible, but
it could have used a little help.
As with all of the haunted houses, the
detailing was very impressive. For the regulars
out there, Universal Studios no' longer has the
People Under the Stairs haunted house. According to a Universal Studios Attractions employee,
''It was strictly a creative decision [to not have it
this year.]"
The next house I encountered was Psycho
Path. Everyone knows this one. The props and
lighting effects were good- what one would
expectuponenteringTheBatesMotel?ltwas
pretty gory, but the Bcmeyard and Hell's
Kitchen seem to top it. Those two seemed
very similar in an.eerie-sort of way. Everyone
knows the scene: bodies being dissected, the
living dead jumping out at you and internal
body parts thawing.
,, Without a Florida l.D., it will cost
visitors $36. Residents, however, get a $10
break. When visitors do go, they should arrive
when the gates open (7 p.m.) and stay until
closing (1 a.m.).
So, don't be a Halloweeni~ - take the
time to go between Oct. 28-31. This is the last
weekend for an mort~ls who are 1ooking for a
. good time. Be prepared to be terrorized, have
your blood ourdled and your flesh creep as
beings twice your size chase you. To miss

by NICOLE GRAPPO
Contributing writer

"AHHllliHH!!!!!!!!" is the mandatory,
shrieking response of the thousands of people
who attend Universal Studios' Halloween Horror Nights.
In the haunted houses and on the streets,
monsters and other strange visions lurk in the
shadows. Some scary creatures will chase people,
and others just stare. Visitors would be.smart to
watch out for a mental guy with a chainsaw. The
effects are so realistic, it may be difficult to
realize that none of it is real.
There are tons of things to do at Universal
Studios during Halloween Horror Nights. On
the main stage, Herb Williams & Gibraltar were
jamming out some hot classics, such as hits by
legends like Elvis. Williams, lead vocalist, sings
too well to be playing at Universal. The audience
indulged in his fine voice as they mingled on the
dance floor.
When the audience wishes to move on,
·The Price is Fright is the only place to be. At the
beginning of the night, contestants are chosen
just outside of the ampitheater. It is definitely
worth taking heed. Beetlejuice hosts the show,
and the lovely Vannafrightco-hosts.Ifplanning
to a~end the show, be sure to arrive at least 15
minutes before it begins because the theater
quickly fills up. The preshow is actually the best
part. Beware of "things" being thrown at the
audience and squirts of water aimed at the crowd
every now and then.
While at UniversalStudios, visitors should
take advantage of it all, not just the haunted
houses. Go Back to the Future, and take a ride in
the sky with E.T. The Back to the Future ride is
actually better than Disney's famous Space
Mountain.
Okay, mortals ... the haunted houses. As I
approached the man in the cape at The Dungeon.
of Terror, I asked him whether or not it was
"good." He replied, ''Yeah, it's pretty scary. It's
one of the better ones, I think." Well, well, well,

· capeboy got my expecta- ,
tions up, andl was letdown.
The end of the maze was
very odd. I'in still trying to
figure out what flashing ,
lights and people dressed in

!'.

Community- Bio-Resources, Inc.
Until Hobots
replace Human~
... your plas·ina will
always he needed

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES . .
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We wili compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of life" YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

Call for inl"ormation and/or appointment

1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL
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Male sports fans are given time to get to know themselves
Editorial by
George May
•

•

W

e are nearing the
end of October.
Normally,
from now until January, this is the
premiere time of the year for most
sports fans. Basketball and hockey
are heating up. Football is simmering in mid-season bliss, and
baseball is on fire. However, 1994
has been completely different.
With lockouts, strikes, salary wars,
holdouts and now Dennis
Rodman's purple hair, the sports
world is moving as smoothly and
as blissfully as traffic on highway
50 during afternoon rush hour.
So for now we can only
watch football (and the dripping
molasses exciteme1.t of preseason
b~sketball). I know I've watched
too much football ifl sit down and
watch a whole Kansas State game.
The gridiron is wearing thin.
America needs a new sport to get
fired up about on a daily basis.
Hop on the band wagon now fans,
because the sport of the future is
Tim be rs ports on ESPN. (Can iron
man Mel Lentz. ever be beaten?)
For those of you who
haven't seen it, Ttmbersports
comes on every night at 11 P·trl·
and shows America's real athletes,
the lumberjacks cutting through
logs with various tools (hand and
powered). It's pure grit, non-stop
action, with athletes who do not
bicker over salaries, and most importantly, Timbers ports is nongender bias. Men .and women
pattle it out in the same arena,
splitting wood.
Caught up in the initial craze
ofTimbersports, (and with lack of
anything better to doj I purchased

my first double-sided axe and lumbered out to my back yard to get
my new hobby and maybe my
future passion under way. After
many minutes of furious battle
with a pine sapling, my worthy
adversary finally buckled (he was
no match for the self-proclaimed
Paul Bunyan of Orlando). As I
stood over the fallen tree, my foot
victoriously resting on top of the
trunk, my politically conscious
side invaded my head, and I wondered, "What in the hell am I going to do with a dead tree in my
yard?"
The shock of reality sent me
back into the house, head hung

low to nurse my newly formed also imagine the shock I felt when
blisters. Maybe this isn't my next Jim suddenly turned to me and
sport of the future. After applying asked if I had seen the new line of
Neosporin to my wounds, I fall colors at the Gap. To this I
plopped down in front of the tele- replied, "No."
"Well, you should go check
vision with my roommate Jim, in
them
out.
They're really nice," he
search of something to watch.
Jim is even more fanatical replied. "Bright earth tones, reabout sports then I am and has flecting what I think is going to be
been known to sit enthusiastically a very jovial warm feeling for the
through the whole broadcast of . season. I just purchased a beautithe British Open relishing the spine ful cedarwo.o d mock turtleneck
tingling excitement of every putt on sale. I think it really highlights
(although I'm not sure how excit- my skin color."
This was the moment I realing any action characterized by
ized
that
in 1994 the sports world is
the word putt can be). You can
changing
forever. Fans are finding
imagine my surprise when I saw
other
interests
and hobbies. Men are
House of Style on MTV. You can

being given more time. to get in
touch with themselves and (maybe
thankfully), for a moment in time,
the axis has shifted, and women are
suddenly finding themselves in control of the clicker. The argument to
watch sports doesn't seem to stand
on such solid ground when that sport
is professional bowling. Men are
getting tired of arguing about the
"what-ifs" and "coulda-beens" of
professional sports that never were.
The sports world better take note of
this, or there might come a day
when the owners and players encounter a world of soap opera fans
and Timbersports fanatics. In fact,
there already is one.

r-~~~~~~__:_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

RAISE YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS

•
THE ONE CARD FOR CREDIT, CASH & CALLING
The AT&T Universal Mas·terCard . Call 1 800 438-8627 to apply.
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Orlando Magic have a loaded arsenal for the '94 season
D With Shaq and
Horace in the middle,
Penny and Nick on the
perimeter and Dennis
Scott sinking threes,
the Magic may bring a
championship to
Or1ando.
by TODD MAZZA
Staff writer

Where are the police when
you really need thein?
Obviously, they'renotdown
at the 0-rena on Magic game
nights. Surely if they were, they
would be checking the Magic's
weapons permit.
With so many weapons on
one team, there's got to be a law
that says the team must make some
trades after it gets so many. With
the likes of Shaquille O'Neal,
Anfernee Hardaway, Dennis
Scott, Nick Anderson and Horace
Grant as the starting five, a league
official should come calling soon,
·right?
Wrong.
The Magic are stacked this
season and barring (A) a strike,
(B) nuclear war and (C) Shaq sud~_
denly demanding a 1-year, $1 billion deal, the Magic should easily
make the playoffs.
The guard position is locked
up with starters Penny Hardaway

•.

and Nick Anderson leading the
way. Behind them, the bench is
·sitting pretty with rookie Brooks
Thompson and free agent Greg
Grant.
At the forward spot, Dennis Scott and former Chicago Bull
Horace Grant will be setting most
of the picks and cleaning up the
mess on the boards. The bench
will be scattered with talent as
Anthony A vent, Donald Royal,
J.eff Turner and Anthony Bowie
spell the starters.
At center, all anyone needs
to know is one word - SHAQ!
Behind the all-world center is
Keith Tower, Greg Kite and if
necessary, assistant coach Tree
.
Rollins can suit up.
The key to this team may be
the pickup of Horace Grant. At
least that's what Hardaway says.
"Everybody knows he
brought his basketball skills, but he
is also going to bring a lot of things
when it comes to winning a championship. He won ~ee championships in Chicago ... not only three
championships but three in a row.
Su when we get to the playoffs, we
have a leader to look up to:"
As long as the team ~tays
healthy, limits its turnovers to fewer
than 10 per game and holds its .
opponents to under 100 points per
game, the weapons will trigger,
and the Magic will get to the playoffs. And if this happens, the team
will have the chance to be the first
. expansion team to win the NBA
~hampionship.

SOLARES/Future

Penny Hardaway goes·over Alec Kesler and Glen Rice for a tough two.

Now Two Locations to Serve You Bett~r
Opening Soon

Unive!sity and Goldenrod

Oviedo

Uni Gold Shopping Center
(next to Devaney's Bar)

Alafaya Square Shopping Center
(On Alafaya Trail)

679-0778

365-8444

lfl
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Kelly Kochevar boots tWo goals and Amy Jones has a goal and an assist as UCF defeats FAU
SOCCER, from pag~ 16
ment. O'Connor is the team's se.cond leading scorer, with seven goals
and five assists.
Saturday morining, in front
of a small crowd of devoted fans,
the Golden Knights played their last
regular season home game of the
year. Coach Karen Richter held a
little ceremony before the game for
the seniors, who recieved flowers.
Richter introduced Kochevar, Geltz,

•
•
•

Brann, Dana Hoover, Stephanie
Gringer, Darcie Varga, and Liz Shaw
as "the largest and most successfull
senior class ever at UCF." Shaw
was honored with the senior class,
though after missing most of the
season to a injury sustained in the
first game she will be eligible to
play another year.
The Golden Knights went on
to beat Florida Atlantic,_4-0, in a
surprisingly physical game.
Kochevar was the alpha and the
omega of the UCF attack, volleying

a bouncing through ball from Varga
up over the keeper and under the bar
for the icebreaker and booting home
the closer with an assist from Jones.
Jones scored the second, burying a
pass from Sarah Kane under the
diving keeper. Freshman Karen
Plizga scored her first goal of the
season on an assist from Stout, who
now has 10 assists on the year.
Brann and Bauguss teamed
up once again for the team's ninth
shutout. The win propels the Golden
Knights to a 10-4-1 record and a top

seed in the East division of the
TAAC. The TAAC tournament will
be held at the UCF Arena field November 4rth and 5th. UCF will play
either Mercer or Campbel] in one
semifinal game, with Florida International playing West division topseed Centenary.in the other.
For their final two games of
the season, the Golden Knights
will travel to North Carolina to
play Kentucky and Duke. With a
pair of wins, UCF would be a
shoe-in for the NCAA tournament.

If they lose one and win the T AAC,
they still might be able to earr. a
berth. However, Duke looms large
in the horizon, having scored a
historic win over 1'forth Carolina
at Chapel Hill, handing the Tar
Heels their first home lost ever in
the history of Women's Soccer at
UNC and breaking a streak of 10 l
games without a loss. Duke was
ranked only 6th in last week's
ISAA poll, and UCF has been
competitive against them the past
few years.

Receiver David Rhodes breaks records
catching footballs for the Golden Knights
by PAT KARSNICK
Staff writer

A big man with quiet steps
that packs a big punch is the best
way to describe UCF wide receiver David Rhodes. Saturday
afternoon against Troy State,
Rhodes punched his name into the
record books yet again.
Late in the fourth quarter,
Rhodes broke the record for touchdow·n receptions in the state of
Florida. Rhodes caught his 27th
career touchdown pass, surpassing
Michael Irvin of the University of
Miami, who had 26. Rhodes'
reception came at a time that is
familiar to him - in a dutch situation.
"David has the tools and
necessary mechanics to be a great
receiver," said UCF wide receiver
coach Wes Chandler.

"

If anyone knows what it
takes to be a great receiver, it's
Chandler. He spent 11 years in the

NFL and was selected 5 times to
play in the NFL Pro Bowl.
"He does not posses the outstanding speed of some receivers,
but he is a prototype big and strong
receiver," Ch(!ndler explained.
"Look at the quality of the recei versin the NFL. Thelrvin's,Reed's
and Rice's are all big receivers.
They are prototypes of David
Rhodes, and I think with the basic
mechanics and how to utilize those
mechanics, he will be well prepared when his opportunity comes,
and this is what I am trying to
teach him."
During his career, Rhodes
has ·utilized his tools very effecti vely. This season, Rhodes has
caught 43 passes for 733 yards
with nine touchdowns and is aver-

SOLARES/Future

David Rhodes hauls in another pass for the Golden Knights

aging almost 17 yards ·per catch.
During his career, he has set almost every reception record in
UCF' s record book.
"David will not catch 90
balls this season as he did last
season, but he will have a more
productive season. Using the tools
that yve are trying to teach
him,. .. his ra~io per catch will be
better," says Chandler. "He may ·
catch only 50 balls this season,
but he will have more yards, and _
. those 50 catches will be more productive and mean much, much
more."
Rhodes has had many great
catches and ha:s improved greatly
this year, but has done so rather
quietly. Last season, Rhodes was
the center of attention. This season, the addition of Marquette
Smith, the arrival of Todd Cleveland and the career performance ·
of Mark Whittemore have all taken
pressure off of Rhodes. It has allowed him to execute and take to
the field what he has learned.
"Having Whittemore helps
David because they compliment
each other. It makes for ~ good
mix," says Chandler.
Either being in the light or
sitting in the shadows of others,
-Rhoqes is no doubt one of the best
receivers UCF has ever seen. Saturday, UCF lost, which makes
Rhodes' record a bit bitter in his
mind, but UCF wouldn-'t have
been in the position to win tl:ie
game if it was not for his touchdown reception in the fourth quarter.
"It's never fun when you
loose, no matter what individual
stats you get. It doesn't mean anything. The team lost - I lost. It
hurts, but you just ·have to look
forward to next week," says
Rhodes.
And next week Rhodes will
have yet another chance to shatter
records, only now he will be breaking his own records.
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UCF defense unable to stop Troy State's rushing attack.
FOOTBALL, from page 16

•

With 5:53 left in the game,
UCF mounted an impressive drive
led by running back Marquette
Smith. The drive ended with a 12yard touchdown pass from Darrin
Hinshaw to David Rhodes. Then
came the controversy: go for the
tie and kick the extra point or go
for the win with a two-point conversion. After three time-outs, the
Golden Knights went for two and
failed.
With no time-outs lef, Troy
State ran out the clock and es-

..

caped with the one-point win. A
tie against No. 5 Troy State cou_ld
have helped UCF in the polls.
Quarterback Darrin Hinshaw
agreed with the call.
"You can second guess
yourself. A ti~ - What would
that do for our playoff hunt. ..I
think it's a great call going for
two. We just have to ·live with the
fact that we did not make it and
not let it crush us."
Coach Gene McDowell
made the decision to go for two a
team effort.
"It was my option to get

input [from the players], andI did.
Everyone decided to go for it. Ifl
had decided arbitrarily to go for it,
I would've felt bad-because it did
not pan out."
Two records were set in
Saturday's game. Darrin Hinshaw
set one for career touchdown passes
in the state of Florida eclipsing
Florida Gator Shane Matthews' previous record of 74. Wide Receiver
David Rhodes broke the state's alltime touchdown record of26 set by
Michael Irvin of Miami.
UCF will play Liberty on the
road next Saturday at 7 p.m.

WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being a
leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it.

MARINE

OFFICER

Visit Captain Merchant outside the Library,
November 11 1994 from 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
or call toll free 7-800-432-2061
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UCF drops homecoming game to Troy State
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Staff writer

TheNBApreseasonisnowinfullswing,
and there was plenty of news last week. The
Magic managed to beat their rivals, the Miarru
Heat, last Wednesday night without the services ofShaq, Horace or Dennis'Scott who were
nursing injuries. Tue Magic improved to 4-1
over the weekend in preseason play, by beating
another struggling franchise of the 76ers. It
remains to be seen how the team matches up
with real competition, especially with so many
people ailing from minor injuries. Scott is nursing a sore lower back, Greg Kite has postconcussion problems, and Brian Shaw is still
recovering from a leg injury.
Injuries are bad all around the league.
The Charlotte Hornets got some bad news in the
form of a foot injury to Larry Johnson that will
probably keep him out two months. This is
especially disheartening for the Hornets be.cause U missed half of last season with a back
injury.
After older bother Dominique blew out
his Achilles' tendon, Gerald Wilkins went down
with arupturedAchilles' and will miss the entire
season. This is really bad news for the Cleveland Cavaliers who have already lost Larfy
Nance to retirement and Brad Daugherty to a
bad back. Tue Cavs have lost 30 percent of their
scoring from last year's squad.
Can you say "bust" boys_and girls? It
looks like that is what the Philadelphia 76ers got
when they drafted Shawn Bradley. After missing the second half oflast season with-an injury
to his knee cap, B~dley is expected to miss the
rest of the exhibition season and possibly even
more as doctors determine the extent ofhis knee
injury, which he reinjured after tzying to block
a shot against the Timberwolves.
.Tue L.A. Clippers finally ended a twoweek holdout and signed their first round pick,
the 7th overall, Lamond Murray, to a 5-year,
$13.5 million dollar contract Murray broke
Kevin Johnson's career scoring record at California in only three seasons.
Speaking of holdouts, Glen Robinson
continues to be noticeably absent from the
Milwaukee Bucks' roster. However, Robinson
turned down a $20 million dollar offerto play in
Europe, because he wants to pursue a contract
settlement with the Bucks, thus signifying that
he might play some time this season.
One final basketball note, Seattle Supersonics assistant coach Tim ·Grgurich agreed to
take over the reigns at UNLV. Grgurich served
as an assistant under Jerry Tarkanian at UNLV
earlier in his career.
Although the season was never finished,
an NL rookie of the year was awarded last
Thursday. The honor went to Dodger's outfielder Raul Mondesi. This is the third consecutive year that a Dodger has been the recipient of
theaward.Mondesi was the unanimous winner,
receiving all 28 first place votes.

UCF Football: The Golden Knights
came up short against Troy State on
Saturday, losing in the homecoming
game, 39-38. Now 5-3, the Golden
Knights' chances at the playoffs may
now be slipping beyond their reach.
UCF Volleyball: The Golden
Knights downed College of
Charleston last Thursday: 11-15, 8-15,
15-11, 15-2, 15-11. Then they wentto
the VCU Invitational which they won

ball at their own 42, and coach Gene McDowell
was smiling in anticipation of hammering the
first nail into the coffin as Troy State was in
serious jeopardy of being blown out UCF' s
home.coming was playing out better than any
episode of Beverly Hills 90210.
Unfortunately, that was as good as it got.

After UCF swprisingly beatDivision I-A
Northeast Louisiana, the team's playoff flames
were once again rekindled. All UCF had to do
was beat everyone except Division I-A East
Carolina, and the
Golden Knights would
receive an invitation to
the post-season extravaganza. However,
the Golden Knights
weredowned.39-38 by
the Troy State Trojans
Saturday.
The Golden
Knightsstartedoffhot,
marching down the
field for a touchdown
on their first possession. Next, on the ensuing kickoff; UCF
reco vered an onside
kick an~ capitalized
with a field goal. Tue
score was quickly 100. On Troy State's first
play from scrimmage,
running
back
RandolphLovejoy got
stuck by UCF
comerback Leanard
Hayes and fumbled the
ball, which floated so
high into the air that
three UCF players
SOLARES/Future
called for a fair catch. John Wouda had 43 yards on four receptions for th~
UCF had the Golden Knights in Saturday's tough ·35.39 defeat.

After the fumble recovery, UCF went three and
out, and Troy State drove it right down the field
to pull within three. From there, the battle ensued. UCF's offense did its job in the game,
posting 38 points.
The Golden Knights' secondary, which
had been seriously exploited in games past, held
tough, giving up only 78 yards passing, mostly
because Troy State is a.running team. And did
they ever run - for 437 yards to be exact.
Naturally, coach Gene McDowell wasnothappy
with his defense's performance.
''Wedidn'ttaketherightguy a lot of times
on the option ...Tueir offense was a little too
strong for our defense today."
The defense was led by linebackers Robert Alexander and Travis Cooper, who both
registered 11 tackles. Even though Troy State
gave the Golden Knights a lot of different looks,
ranging from the run and shoot to the option,
Cooper did not feel that it caught the defense off
guard.
''Everything they did, we practiced. We
were prepared for them. When you look up at the
stats, you see over 500 yards of total offense, but
they ran the ball so many times;_obviously
they're going to build it up."
The problem was not that Troy State ran
all the time. Tue problem was that when they did,
UCFmomentarilyforgothow to tackle. IfESPN' s
Chris Berman had called the game, "rumblin',
bumblin' , stumblin "'would have been his mostused phrase, because Troy State's backs broke
enough tackles to make fans wonder if UCF' s
defense was missing arms. At times, it.seemed
like the Golden Knights' defense was trying to
catch a greased pig as runner after runner would
See HOMECOMING, page 15

UCF to host Women's Soccer TAAc·tournament
by ANDREW VARNON
Assistant sports editor

Kelly Kochevar scored two goals on
Thursday and two more Saturday morning
as the Golden Knights secured the top seed
in the ·East division of the Trans America
Athletic Conference by defeating Stetson
and Florida Atlantic.' Kochevar leads the
Golden Knights in scoring with 13 goals on
the season.
Thursday, UCF rolle_d over Stetson
by a score of 6-0. Along with Kochevar's
two boots, Amy Jones finished two and
Amy Geltz added two more. Kelly Stout
also contributed three assists to the scoring
effort.
The goal of the day was the last one,
in the 66th minute, when workhorse sweeper
teslie Golden capped a run with a dish to
Kochevar at the top of the area. Kochevar
then hit a no-look backheel to the onrunning
Geltz who blasted it home for the score.
The tag-team goalkeeping efforts of
starter Heather Brann and her understudy,
Nicole Bauguss, resulted in yet another
shutout. Coming into the Stetson game,

by beating Army: 15-2, 16-16-14 and
15-11. UCF defeated Boston College
too: 15-3, 15-7and15-12. Finally-they
downed host VCU: 15-9, 15-10, 13-15
and 15-8. Kristen Nierdung won MVP
honors at the Virginia Cmmonwealth
Invitational, and both Miriam Metzcus
and Emily Queisser were named to the
all-tournament team.

Women's Golf: The Golden Knights

UCF' s goalkeeping tandem had the lowest
goals against average in
the TAAC, a stingy
0.88.
Geltz went out of
her way to pick up her
fifth yellow card on the
year: resulting-in a one
game suspension. The
rationale was, better to ·
miss a gimmie game
like Florida Atlan.tic
than to recieve the fifth
card a game or two later
and miss either Kentucky or Duke.
Unfortunately for
UCF, the ever-wily
striker
Jennifer
O' Connor sustained an
injury early in the game
and will most likely
miss the rest of the season to a suspected torn
SOLARES/Future
anterior cruciate liga- Seniors Stephanie Gringer and Heather Brann head
See SOCCER, page 15 up the stingiest defense in the TAAC.

travelled to Furman and placed 17th
out of 23 teams, and shot a 958. Wake
Forest won with an 897. UCF's highest
finisher wasKristen Putman, who shot
a 228 and tied for 20th.

Men's Soccer: The Golden Knights
lost 3-0 to state powerhouse South
Florida on Wednesday. On Saturday,
the team went up to Charleston
Southern and won, 3-0. Sunday, the
Golden Knights returned home and fell

prey to South Alabama, 4-1. Their
record is now 8-7-2.

Women's Soccer: Heather Brann
and Nicole Bauguss teamed up for
back-to-back shutouts as the Golden
Knights rolled over TAAC foes
Stetson, 6-0, on Thursday and Florida
Atlantic, 4-0, on Saturday. The wins
clinch the top seed in the East division
of the T AAC for the UCF Golden
Knights Women's Soccer team.

